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Ensuring Results 
in a Wide Range 
of Applications

• Premium Topsoil
• Screened Soil
• Structured Soil
• Organic Soil Topdressing
• Custom Blends

At Luck Ecosystems, we combine the vast resources 
and proven environmental stewardship of Luck 
Stone with a deep commitment to improving the 
outdoor experience in the communities we serve. 

GreenScience 
Product Family

Working with environmental 
innovators, we’ve developed 
a wide range of organic 
composites. These abundant 
natural resources are the 
by-products of Luck Stone’s 
quarry operations including soil, 
sand and aggregate. 

We expertly blend these 
basic elements to create 
high-quality, engineered 
media designed to solve 
your application challenges.

We strive to promote a healthier 
environment by becoming 
the industry-leading resource 
for earth-friendly, effective 
growing media. 



Supporting Plant Life 
in a Natural, Sustainable Way
Our family of GreenScience Growing 
Media includes topsoil, screened and 
structured soil as well as custom soil 
blends. These products have been 
configured to help plants flourish without 
compromising the local ecosystem. 

Our premium topsoil requires minimal 
fertilizer upon installation and enables 
plant life to thrive in areas as diverse as 
constructed wetlands, gardens and lawns. 

In addition to generating LEED credits, 
it is the only registered horticultural grow-
ing media with the Virginia Department of 
Agriculture and Consumer Services. 

Customizing Blends 
to Your Specifications
The GreenScience family includes an 
almost infinite number of custom blends. 
Our mechanical blending capability 
gives our product experts the flexibility 
to produce a wide variety of material 
and meet any customer requirement 
or site function. 

We can source and blend almost any 
organic and inorganic ingredients 
to your exact needs and project 
specifications—from compost to 
soil fibers.  

GreenScience topsoil has been 
refined and tested for over a decade 
to be well-balanced—physically, 
chemically and biologically. 

Through our GreenScience product 
line, Luck Ecosystems provides the 
underlying foundation of a more 
natural and healthy environment.

 In so doing, we’re helping 
engineer the groundwork 
for better living. 

Delivering Value From 
Order Through Installation
The Luck Ecosystems team is dedicated to 
helping homeowners, municipalities and 
developers enhance the value of their 
properties with lush green environments. 

All GreenScience products are perfectly 
balanced to ensure results on municipal, 
commercial and residential sites.  

Combining Our Strengths 
to Your Advantage
We combine deep applications expertise, 
abundant quarry resources and advanced 
blending with the industry’s most 
extensive distribution network. These 
strengths are your assurance that our 
consistent, high-quality growing media 
will be at your site from project start to 
completion—regardless of the job size, 
complexity or location.

Producing Consistent, Quality 
Material Year-to-Year
At Luck Ecosystems, we leverage the 
large reserve of raw materials in Luck 
Stone’s quarries to ensure you’ll have 
consistent, available growing media 
year-to-year. This reserve is free 
of debris and deleterious material, 
and is nutrient-balanced with high 
organic matter to promote vigorous 
plant growth. 

Unlike competitive products, we do not 
use any construction waste soil in the 
production of GreenScience material.

We believe passionately in the sustainable 
management and growth of community 
green spaces—from backyards to local parks 
and soccer pitches. 
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